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Your roasting oven will be coated in manufacturing oil when 
it is delivered. We recommend seasoning the oven prior to 
use to remove the oil. Heat to a medium temperature and 
wash with warm soapy water. Dry thoroughly and rub over 
with a small amount of cooking oil.   

To use as a Roasting Oven 
Place on the BBQ Rack over hot embers (not flames) and 
allow to warm for five minutes. Add your food and put the 
cloche top in place. If you are roasting meat, you can remove 

from the Roasting Oven; and place directly on the BBQ Rack 
to finish off and get that fire pit flavour. 

To use as a Smoker Box 
To use as a Smoker Box, use over a low heat of hot embers, 
not flames. Add your smoker chips or smoking powder to the 
bottom plate; the chips usually come with instructions – 
abide by the amounts stated. Place the grill plate on top 
above the smoker chips; place the food you’re going to 
smoke on top of the grill and place the cloche top over the 
contents. Put the Smoker Box on the BBQ Rack over the hot 
embers. Smoke the contents for the stated length of time on 

the smoker pellets instructions. When the powder has burnt 
out or stated length of time is up and you wish to smoker for 
longer – add more chips and continue. 

To use as a Pizza Oven 
Place a pizza stone directly onto the BBQ Rack and add the 
roasting oven lid. Heat over hot embers to for 5 minutes. 
Place the pizza on the pizza stone and replace the lid. 
Depending on the heat the pizza will take approximately 5/10 
minutes to cook.  

After Care 

To clean your swing arm and any other Firepits UK cookware, 
wash the item well and dry thoroughly. Rub over some 
cooking oil before storing away. If any rust develops, scrub 
this off with a wire brush and repeat the seasoning process 

above.  

Your fire pit is designed to live outdoors all year round and 

over time it will develop its own natural patina. If you wish to 
you can rub over with a wire brush and then oil. However, it 
is fine to leave them outside and allow them to take their 
natural course.  

Please be aware that as the fire pits will oxidise, rust can 
mark stone terraces and paving slabs. If placed on a lawn, the 
heat from the fire may scorch the grass underneath.  

 

CAUTION: The steel of the roasting oven will get 
hot – do not touch without heat resistant gloves 
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